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This issue presents a complementary set of contributions – in the first part a range of papers exploring various facets of behavioural economic policy – from drug regulation, to taxation, corruption, violence and pricing information; and in the second part a Special Issue on the “Behavioural Economics of the Unseen”, guest-edited by Gigi Foster, honing-in on the role played by emotions, loyalties and ideologies in guiding our decision-making.

The first part of this issue begins with “Double Defaults: Behavioral Regulation of Cocaine” in which Jim Leitzel suggests replacing drug prohibition with a regulated system embedding two default levels, designed to guide people towards abstinence or, for the non-abstinent, into moderate drug consumption. Magda Osman, Isabelle Mareschal and Emily Hannon’s contribution “Bundling Violence: How do people trade-off combinations of violent acts?” analyses combinations of violent acts within prison settings, in order to determine the most common way in which people intuitively aggregate violent acts. In “Behavioral Optimal Taxation: Aspirations” Matthias Weber addresses the neglect of aspirations in the classical optimal taxation literature and develops a behavioral analysis of lump-sum taxes – a cautionary tale exploring the limits to classical optimal taxation models when full rationality cannot be assumed. Cameron Murray, Paul Frijters and Markus Schaffner’s contribution “Is transparency an anti-corruption myth?” explores the impact of transparency on costly back-scratching within a laboratory setting, identifying two countervailing forces from social cues and prosocial forces, concluding with policy lessons about the limits of transparency in curtailing corruption.

The next three contributions re-focus on how individual’s decision-making is moulded by behavioural influences. Nuria Rodriguez-Priego, René van Bavel and Shara Monteleone’s “Nudging online privacy behaviour with anthropomorphic cues” analyses personal data in the digital world, exploring the perennial and topical privacy problem that users may not always be aware they are disclosing personal data online. In “Networked nudging: Designing a voter registration nudge in urban India” Anirudh Tagat, Anchal Khandelwal and Hansika Kapoor analyse behavioral interventions designed to improve voter registration and turnout amongst India’s urban youth. Then, Ravi Dutta-Powell, Min-Taec Kim and Cameron Tan conclude
the first part of this issue with “I don’t get it, but I like it: Detailed pricing information increases confidence, but decreases quality of decision making”, an analysis of consumers’ uptake of different energy plans in the context of an incentivized online field experiment. They find that detailed pricing information does not necessarily enable respondents to select the cheapest plan, whilst the omission of detailed pricing lowers consumers’ confidence in their decision making, even when they are unable correctly to interpret the information presented.

In the second part of this issue, Gigi Foster has guest-edited a Special Issue – an intriguing collection exploring the “Behavioral Economics of the Unseen”, including contributions on emotions, tax compliance and social ties. The overarching insight from these contributions is that our irrepres-sible emotions, loyalties and ideologies are instrumental in the formation of the mental heuristics guiding our decision-making. Gigi concludes with a rallying call: “Further research into these traits and their impact in motivating economic decisions and outcomes holds huge potential both intellectually, and in terms of aligning our policy-making with the needs of real humans”.

I hope that JBEP readers enjoy this diverse, diverting collection of contributions to behavioural economic policy debates, and that you are keeping well through these challenging times.

MICHELLE BADDELEY
Sydney, Australia
July 2021
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